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There is a point of
tolerance
that, when
exceeded, a living organism
will react to.
Boise State College has
been, for some time, an
institution isolated from the
controversies of American
society, sort of an island of
calm in this sea of madness.
Parents could rest assured the
only goals their sons and
daughters were fighting for
were educational, the only
meeting they were attending
was
administratively
approved, and the only chants
they yelled took place in the
football stadium.
But all things must pass,
and so too (at least for a
moment), BSC's self-inflicted
social numbness. It seems
apparent that a lot of people
sit in the SUB surrounded by a
thick fog of frustration. Those
people who's sensitivity
reaches beyond next Friday's
kegger, sit
feeling rather
useless, very detached from
those realities beyond Boise
Valley.
And so, for
those
students, President Nixon's
escalation of the air war
marked the point where
disinvolvement was no longer
tolerable. For three-hundred
students a protest march
against the war became an
attempt to erase that mental
and emotional stagnation
which had became painfully
too typical in this institution.
On Friday, April 21, a
march from BSC to the state
capital was organized. For
most large campuses across the
nation such an action was not
unusual; in fact, social protest
has become a fundamental
part of college curriculum. But

for BSC, such a march was
unique enough to create a real
police confrontation and the
arrest of thirteen students.
The idea of the march
was not as unusual of Boiseans
as the feeling surrounding it.
There have been marches here
before, but never before
involving such an intensity of
emotion and aggressiveness of
action. Although Mayor Amyx
failed to authorize a parade
permit,
which
legally
restricted
the crowd to
sidewalks,
the
students
quickly took over Capital
Boulevard. There was a sense
of liberation, a feeling that
something worthwhile had
finally occurred. A feeling of
pride grew in those who
defiantly took the street, for
at last their frustrations were
being vented in a meaningful
way. And even after thirteen
were arrested the spark
continued.
It seems now that enough
discontent has been built
among the students. That if
sufficient effort is taken to
break the enertia, they are
willing to take a strong stand,
a socially disobedient stand,
against the war.
For BSC this is a critical
step, for it means that a great
number of students have come
to the realization that the only
news that is printed, and gets
people to react, is bad news.
They've realized that although
evil, disobedience is not the
best way to get people
involved, it is the most
effective
way.
Their
frustrations have reached that
point where legalities are no
longer as
important as
moralities. Moral convictions
have taken priority.
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THE CHICAGO TRIAL
The significance of the
Chicago trial rests in the
attitudes of the defendents for
they extended and eventually
transcended the role of
political victim in an attempt
to engage the court in a
dialogue of social consicence.
The court refused—the defense
refused the refusal—and for a
moment the entire structure
of
the
judicial ethic
evaporated. There was a
needed for new rules because
not everyone was willing to
play by the old ones. The
strategy of the defense: to
bring to public attention the
American Drag, a degenerative
catalyst for radical action, to
explore the surge of humanity
and Chicago cops, to seek
answers
that
might
accomodate the
larger
questions of where America
was headed. The substance of
the trial was pure theatre, vital
and compelling. Tom Hayden
in his closing remarks
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reminded Julius Hoffman that
neither he nor any court could
prevent the birth of a new
nation. With that it was left to
the people where all great
issues come to rest as they
should. Let us all be the
mothers and fathers of peace.

RACIAL ATTITUDES
The
rascist (animus
survives as though it were part
of
the national
fabric,
malignant and communicable
Guns, Baby, Guns
Army .45 will stop all jive
Buckshot will down the cops
P-38 will open prison gates
The carbine will stop the war machine
A .457 will win us heaven.
And if you don't believe in playing
you are already dead.
Huey P. Newton
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Part

The visceral character of
the Black
movement is
condemmed
b y
the
non-victims in America and
silently, self
consciously
applauded by an oppressed
black community. There is
always that terrible division.
The fire of American passion
is a free agent. It burns with
an individual freedom few
nations have known, and it
burns in the direction of its
education. That is why its a
white mans problem. William
Kunstler's specific struggle is
with the cause of justice in
such an environment. Justice
for the minority, for black
men who have a sad history of
seeing all white juries and all
black cell blocks. Can a black
man receive a fair trial in
America—or should he stick
around, as Bobby Seale did,
only to be bound and gagged
while pursuing his rights. If
there is no justice to be found
in the courts it will be sought
in the streets.

The political system is larger
and more deadly than the man
and for that reason few men
seem capable of overiding the
machinery. All merely rise or
descend to to the level of the
office. The President
is
swallowed, channelled, and
conditioned to
be The
President, neither more nor
less. The morality of the
individual is sacrificed for that
which is reserved for the
position, and assumed by
whoever sits in the office. If to
vote is to be ineffectual, to
campaign is to be a victim of
delusion. What can you do
when your man turns out to
be the same as the one before?
You can realize that working
within the system perpetuates
the same, which is fine
depending on where you are
sitting in America and how
much money you are sitting
on.
The only direction is insurrection,
The only solution is revolution
- anonymous
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Some play with fingers
That scream down fret board,
Jamming firey emotion
Into fractions of a second.
And stand like electric saints
Slamming walls of sound
Into the quietude
Of college games.
And then stands this man
Who, like a silent priest sings,
Whose music like tears come raining
From the stage.
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He sails you through with a subtlety
Of acoustic guitar and soul.
Screaming still, but softly now,
A quiet kind of roar.
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1st
Annual
BSC Picnic
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BAND/CHOIR CONCERT
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STOP THE WORLD,
I WANT TO GET OFF!
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